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Middle Floor Apartment in La Quinta
Reference: R4068691

Bedrooms: 3

Bathrooms: 3.5

Plot Size: 14m 2

Price: 823,000 EUR
Build Size: 144m 2

Terrace: 56m 2
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Location: La Quinta
This exclusive new development comprises 56 three and four bedroom properties with panoramic sea
views, that are distributed in 7 blocks with only 2 properties on each floor to make it even more
exclusive. Each property is perfectly designed and thought with your wellbeing and comfort at all times.
All the bedrooms in the properties are en suite, as well as having an extra bathroom for guests’ privacy.
Every bedroom has direct access to the terrace, as we want you to wake up with the best views on the
Costa del Sol every day.
The majority of terraces are roofed, except for the penthouses which are provided with a beautiful
pergola. The master bedroom has a convenient dresser for your daily comfort and convenience. The
kitchens in all the apartments are fully-equipped with designer furniture
and energy-saving appliances. You will only need to decorate them in your own style and your home
will be ready to live.
Discover the pleasure of living in a fully-enclosed and secure residential area with 3 swimming-pools,
where you can enjoy the long periods of good weather the Costa del Sol has to offer. You can choose to
swim, lie at your leisure or use the indoor pool to suit your fancy every time. You can also take care of
your health and improve your fitness without leaving your home at the gym and SPA. There is also a coworking area where you can work and stay connected with your projects anytime you require it.
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Features:
Setting

Orientation

Condition

Close To Golf
Urbanisation

South East
South

Excellent
New Construction

Pool

Climate Control

Views

Communal
Indoor

Air Conditioning
Cold A/C

Sea
Mountain

Heated
Features

U/F Heating
Furniture

Panoramic
Kitchen

Covered Terrace
Lift

Not Furnished

Fully Fitted

Security
Gated Complex

Category
Holiday Homes

Fitted Wardrobes
Gym
Storage Room
Ensuite Bathroom
Double Glazing
Garden
Communal

Luxury
Contemporary
New Development
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